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Bring cannabis into your kitchen with these delicious recipes intended for bite-sized, low-dose treatsA tasty
and unique assortment of cannabis recipes: This assortment of 30 bite-sized, low-dose recipes ventures
boldly past pot brownies with tasty, exclusive, and innovative treats. Created for bakers of all skill levels,
Edibles: Little Bites for the present day Cannabis Kitchen includes simple quality recipes like Spiced
Superfood Truffles alongside more complex recipes like Strawberry Jam Pavlovas - all brought to life with
radiant picture taking.Delectable cannabis edibles sweets & treats: If you've enjoyed recipes from The
Medical Marijuana Dispensary by Laurie Wolf & Mary Wolf, THE STATE High Occasions Cannabis
Cookbook by Elise McDonough & Sara Remington or Cannabis Cuisine by Andrea Drummer - you'll want
to take pleasure in savoring the collection of cannabis edibles treats in Edibles: Little Bites for the present
day Cannabis Kitchen.How to make magical butter and cannabis oils: Complete with instructions for
creating expert cannabis substances such as magical butter and oils, in addition to detailed information about
dosage and portions, Edibles gives newbies and cannabis connoisseurs alike the info they need to create an
easy, safe, and absolutely heavenly edibles knowledge.
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Amazing and delicious Every recipe is an absolute delight. Beautiful and delicious! It's enlightening,
inspiring and the dishes honestly will be fantastic even if didn't possess cannabis as an ingredient. The focus
on low dose small bites is the perfect introduction for any novice and maintains anyone like me (high
tolerance, big appetite) in order. I recommend this reserve and the recipes over the board! AN INSTANT
CLASSIC~ Featuring recipes from California's leading cannabis chefs, EDIBLES is going to become my go-
to meant for holiday gifts. Obtain yours and get to baking those booty contact brownies in time for cuffin
season! Simply Delicious This book is seriously awesome!! They recipes are so delicious and
mouthwatering they leaving me need to try more!!We wouldn't be surprised if this becomes the
quintessential publication on edibles. If you love making edibles or are at least thinking about trying to make
your own, this is the best edibles cook book around! lovely pictures would help to make a great gift i just
first got it today which is a really lovely cookbook. It's the best edible reserve out there by considerably. the
recipies appear do-able, and there exists a good explanation of how to dose a dish, which is definitely
important. but most of all the design is actually fine and the photos are wonderful. i believe this would make
a nice gift. Blown away! Incredible cookbook This book is filled with mouthwatering recipes, stunning
photos, and it's also remarkably educational. Practical and pretty - ideal for a gift or to keep on screen when
not baking away!We cannot wait to present this reserve to all or any the cannabis lover-chefs I know!!
Fantastic book that dives deeper than just recipes Readable, fantastic quality recipes and beautifully
photographed. Also what is great is an in-depth analysis of how the body interacts with cannabinoids and
terpenes and how it all functions with canna-food. If you're on the fence with this reserve, you shouldn't be,
buy it! This book is indeed approachable! New cookbook for a fresh wave of enlightenment. This book is
not only the very best book on edibles available, but it goes well beyond cooking, it literally reduces the
science behind edibles and is quite educational providing you everything you'd ever need to know about
cooking and consuming edibles.The illustrations and recipes are off the charts!If you are on the fence with
this book, don't be, purchase it! I'm a picky dude with regards to these things, the writers of the publication
are legit, and professional cooks. A must have for just about any cool kitchen This book is wonderful. It's
filled with information that actually educates you on cannabis and how exactly to incorporate it into food. i
am a low dose kind of person and have by no means produced edibles, but i like to cook therefore i thought
id give it a try. I highly recommend it. I bought it for my conservative mom. I bought it for my conservative
mom! Kudos on a fantastic canna cookbook. Once I began reading, I couldn't put it down! Their sensibility
and vision will appeal to men and women with the yummy goodies to be produced! I purchased several as
gifts and held to one myself. This book isn't only the very best book on edibles on the market, nonetheless it
goes well beyond cooking, it literally reduces the science behind edibles and is very educational providing
you everything you'd ever want to know about cooking and consuming edibles. I'm a picky dude when it
comes to this stuff, the writers of this book are legit, and professional cooks. Will continue to gift this
awesomely fun cookbook! The illustrations and dishes are off the charts! Now each folks at Rev Genomics
includes a copy for the holidays! Absolute gorgeousness! Gorgeous deliciousness So beautiful, savvy, and
intelligent! Best Book On Edibles, PERIOD! In the beginning it covers the fundamentals about cannabis and
the its properties, and then brings you into cooking with cannabis. Getting rid of the negative stigma
connected with cannabis, Stephanie Hua and Coreen Carroll bring cannabis cooking to the next level and
wherever it should be - sophisticated, chic and DELICIOUS. Having appreciated the authors' products
(Mellows) for some time now, it had been so wonderful to get this cookbook and try a few of these
wonderful quality recipes at home! This book is an ideal reflection of the authors, females who are forging
forward with a more feminine take on the cannabis industry. High Quality I love the recipes, lovely photos
and the entire quality of this book. Directions are straightforward, ingredients are readily accessible, and I
anticipate many delicious Edibles!
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